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The Shusterman Distinguished Scholar Lecture: The American Jewish 

Story through Cinema 

As often happens, Dr. Goldman’s unique career path was initially set in motion by a 

fortuitous event. As a young man, Goldman lived a life rooted in Judaism that 

included a Gratz education and a year in Israel. But his professional aspirations lay 

elsewhere, as he entered Temple University on a pre-med and math track – that is, 

until “Song of the Sabras,” a program of Israeli music that he produced with friends 

for Temple’s radio station. After his experience with this program, Goldman dropped 

his pre-med curriculum and began taking radio, television and film classes. 

Still uncertain of his future path, Goldman continued the academic pursuit of his dual 

passions, earning two master’s degrees at Brandeis University: one in theater arts and 

film production and the other in Contemporary Jewish Studies. He honed his academic 

credentials even further with a Ph.D. in Cinema Studies from NYU and a fellowship 

from the Max Weinrich Center for Eastern European Jewish Studies at Columbia 

University. Fortunately, Goldman ignored his father’s advice to concentrate on 

Hebrew rather than Yiddish because he wrote his dissertation – which eventually 

became a published book – on Yiddish cinema. 

After graduating, Goldman spent ten years as director of the Jewish Media Service, a 

clearinghouse on film and television for the North American Jewish community. In 

that capacity, he provided support for fledgling Jewish television stations and 

encouraged the expansion of Jewish film festivals throughout the country. The Jewish 

Media Service also helped usher in the world of video in religious schools, day schools 

and community media centers. In 1986, Goldman founded his own Jewish video 

distribution company, Ergo Media, the first company to successfully introduce Israeli 

movies into the United States. 

In addition to running his company and teaching as an adjunct associate professor of 

film studies at Yeshiva University and The Jewish Theological Seminary, Goldman is a 

film critic and author. His most recently published book, The American Jewish Story 



through Cinema, explores nine mainstream American films, from The Jazz Singer in 

1927 to Everything is Illuminated in 2005. Goldman explains that in writing this book, 

his goal was “to broaden understanding of the history of Jewish life in America by 

using film as the text from which to teach.” 

Goldman will be signing copies of his book at Gratz at the Shusterman Distinguished 

Scholar Lecture. As a Gratz graduate – from a family of Gratz alumni – Goldman looks 

forward to his visit, explaining that “coming back to Philly is returning to home turf, 

but coming back to Gratz has a particularly special meaning.” 

Unsurprisingly, Goldman will show a series of film clips during his lecture at Gratz, 

analyzing them from his informed perspective. For the audience, this program will be 

a fascinating and entertaining experience. For Goldman, it will be another step 

toward his self-proclaimed “life’s mission to show how film can be used as a text for 

Jewish education.” 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Dr. Goldman will give the Shusterman Distinguished Scholar Lecture at Gratz College 

at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, October 17th. This program is free and open to the public, 

with a dessert reception following the lecture. RSVP is requested to 

mcohen@gratz.edu, 215-635-7300 x155.  

 

Supported by a major endowment, the Shusterman Distinguished Scholar Lecture 

series is dedicated to bringing outstanding programs to Gratz College. The College 

expresses its profound gratitude to Murray and Judith, z”l, Shusterman for their 

generosity and foresight. 
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